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Summary
In this book research has been done to determine to what extent, from a demo-
cratic and a constitutional point ofview it is advisable that the legislator should
proceed to formulate a public right of enquiry in the exertion of regulative
powers by administrative bodies in the central government.
Chapter I describes that the problem stems from a certain concern about the
lack of procedural guarantees for exercising such legislative powers. While the
legislative powers of the Queen in Parliament as well as the powers of the
administrative authorities of the local government can only be exercised accord-
ing to a legal- or constitutional procedure, accompanied by the usual democratic
and constitutional guarantees, the administrative authorities of the central gov-
ernment can, in general, exercise their legislative powers by means of a simple
administrative order.
In literature, several remedies have been argued for, such as pushing back
administrative regulation, strengthening the involvement of Parliament, improv-
ing legal protection, developing the unwritten principles of justice, giving
advice and providing for public enquiry. Of all these possibilities it seems that
only the public enquiry will, within a foreseeable term, offer a structural sol-
ution to this problem. In this book public enquiry has been described as rlze
right of any citizen to take part freely, on a personal basis and in a direct way,
in the preliminary anangements for the execution of power by the authorized
body.
In chapter II research as been done on the various forms ofpublic enquiry that
can be distinguished. The form of public enquiry greatly depends on the role
which is being ascribed to the public enquiry in decision-making. On the basis
of this a distinction can be made between forms of public enquiry which have
a democratic policy influencing nature, forms of public enquiry which exercise
democratic control, forms of public enquiry which protect interests, forms of
public enquiry which have a corporatist nafure and forms of public enquiry
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which have an administrative nature. These forms of public enquiry can each
be varied again according to their accessibility and their effectiveness. Accessi-
bility means the extent with which the government creates conditions for per-
sons who are entitled to a public enquiry to take part in the enquiry. Effective-
ness means the extent with which persons who are entitled to a public enquiry
are offered the opportunity of getting their views accepted in decision-making.
ln chapters III and IV research has been done to establish the occurrence of the
right of public enquiry in the administrative regulation in law.
In chapter III research has been done to what extent one can speak of a
general right of public enquiry in administrative regulation. Such a right has
never been entered explicitly in the Constitution, nor in the General Adminis-
trative Law Act. Also in jurisprudence one will not find it. In jurisprudence,
only an initiative to a right of consultation is to be found for those cases in
which the interests of the citizen are threatened disproportionally by the
intended regulation.
Yet, a general right to enquiry does exist. This right can be constructed
from several Acts of Parliament. Firstly, an administrative body has the duty,
on the basis of the Freedom of Information Act (Wet openbaarheid van bestuur)
to notify in time of its intentions to exercise its legislative powers if this is in
the interest of a correct and democratic administration. Subsequently, the citi-
zen always has the right to apply in writing to the proper authorities, on the
basis of the constitutional right of petition. By the same right it has been
arranged that the proper administrative body has the obligation to read the
petition. Finally, the administrative authority is, on the basis of the articles 3:3
and 3:4, first section of the General Administrative Law Act, obliged to include
in its decision-making the relevant information supplied by the citizen.
In chapter IV research has been done to what extent the particular acts provide
for a right of public enquiry. To this aim a large number of acts of economic
law and health law have been researched. To begin with it is clear that the right
of public enquiry in administrative regulation has been outlined on a large scale
by the legislator. In economic law this seems the rule rather than the exception.
Furthermore in all acts researched more or less all different forms have been
found. The legislator does not seem to have had very clear motives when laying
down these forms of public enquiry.
The public enquiry procedures required by the legislator have been sub-
jected to pressure by two current developments. On the one hand the legislator
has, by means of an amendment of the General Adminstrative Law Act, made
optional many of these procedures concerning those cases at which the appro-
priate power is being exercised on the implementation of EU-resolutions. Fur-
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thermore, by force of the Act of the abolition of advisory or consultative duty
(Wet afschaffing adviesverplichtingen) almost all statutory duties have been
converted onto powers. Because of the fact that the implementation of many
public enquiry procedures are being charged to an advisory body and because
in this act the legislator has stretched the concept of'advice' to a large extent,
a large number of the statutory public enquiry procedures of the special acts
have been either converted into powers or have been aboiished completely.
From what is written in positive law it proves to be unnecessary that public
enquiry in administrative regulation should be laid down in law, in general.
After all such a general right does exist. The question is rather whether it is
advisable that this general right should be strengthened further by including it
in the General Adminstrative Law Act. Preliminary investigation into answering
this question has been researched in chapter V, public enquiry into administra-
tive regulation in English and American law.
In English law, there is no general right of public enquiry in administrative
regulation. Just as in Dutch law, however, public enquiry on a large scale, as
laid down in the special acts, does exist. Also in unwritten law no general right
of public enquiry has been found. The principles of nafural justice are not
applied in the formulation of administrative regulation. In spite of all this, in
English legal practise public enquiry does prove to be a standing practice of
which hardly, if ever, is deviated from.
In American law, public enquiry in administrative regulation, in general,
appears to be laid down by law. In the Federal Administrative Procedures Act
a minimum procedure has been included which must be followed by administra-
tive authorities in order to exercise their legislative powers. This procedure
consists of the notification of the intention to exercise statutory powers and the
obligation of giving the opportunity to hand-in written comments (the so-called
notice- and comment rulemaking). In American judicial literature this procedure
is regarded to be the absolute minimum for the formulation of administrative
legislation.
This comparative law shows that public enquiry in administrative regulation
is not an other-worldly thought and that they are valued procedures both in the
English and American law. In both countries public enquiry in administrative
regulation is seen as an important compensation for the constitutional inadequa-
cy of administrative legislation. On top of that in the United Kingdom the
emphasis is on compensating for the lack of parliamentary commitment, where-
as in the United States public enquiry in administrative regulation is regarded
particularly as a means of re-balancing the upset separation of powers. Both
countries consider the administrative burden not to be onerous and both coun-
tries are not in favour of abolition.
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The question remains whether the right of public enquiry in administrative
regulation should also be strengthened in Dutch law. In chapter VI attempts
have been made to answer this question on the basis of the principles of the
democratic constitution. Following Scheltema, four principles have been distin-
guished, namely the principle of legal security, the principle of equality, the
principle of democracy and the principle of government in service. A verifica-
tron of these principles has shown that the procedure for the formulation of
administrative regulation cannot withstand this test and that the procedure
therefore needs improvement. Public enquiry proves to make a positive contri-
bution. Public enquiry creates a public forum at which the administrative body
must defend the proposed norm and at which the citizens can plead their cause.
Because of this it becomes increasingly difficult for the administrative body to
base the alteration of the norm on improper motives, such as unjustly putting
citizens at an advantage or a disadvantage. This will be to the beuefit of the
equality before the law. Because of the forum function unnecessary modifica-
tion of the norm can be prevented to a certain extent, while any major modifi-
cation of the norm comes into the open in an early stage so that citizens can
anticipate this. This will be to the benefit of legal security. The public enquiry
forum also helps to re-establish contact between the legislative body and the
citizens. Through the public enquiry forum the administrative body can keep
contact with what is going on in society, so that regulation is being enforced
in line with and accountable to the public opinion. More important still is the
fact that the forum offers minorities a chance to plead their cause so that the
administrative body gets confronted with this in an intense way. This will be
to the benefit of the democratic principle. At the public enquiry forum, the
facts, the interests and the arguments on which the regulation is based, can be
tested by others than the administrative body concerned, so that the precision
of the preliminary enquiry is enhanced. The administrative body at the enquiry
forum can also be confronted more intensely with the burden imposed on the
citizens concerned on implementation of the regulation. This could reinforce the
objectivity of the balance of interests and with it the efficiency. Because of
these positive effects on decision-making in administrative regulation a better
acceptance is guaranteed which again could help the implementation of the
regulation. These things will be to the benefit of the principle of government
in service.
However, public enquiry cannot compensate for all the inadequacies of the
administrative regulation. Public enquiry cannot pass judgement of a democratic
majority on the intended regulation, neither from a democratic point of view
nor from the point of view of a representative system. In this sense the public
enquiry cannot replace the lack of democratic legitimacy of administrative
lesislation of the central qovernment's administrative authorities. It seems that
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the lack of legitimacy is characteristic of administrative regulation and will have
to be accepted as such. On the other hand, the public enquiry cannot be at odds
with the representative system so that also in that area there will not be any
legal impediment for requiring general public enquiry.
The described advantages would certainly justify the general implementation
of a right of public enquiry in administrative regulation, unless the decisiveness
would be intolerably affected and the costs of decision-making would increase
drastically. Of course a delay in decision-making may not disrupt the effective-
ness of the administrative regulation. Therefore, in the general right of public
enquiry, the clause stating that in urgent cases public enquiry will be aban-
doned, must be provided for. Furthermore, in many cases delays will be
reduced to a minimum by sensible planning and by prescribed terms. Concern-
ing the remainder, the delay will be the price one will have to pay for better
decision-making. Apart from that, one should consider that on the one hand
through public enquiry, administrative regulation will be enforced far quicker
than through Act of Parliament and that on the other hand the duration of the
public enquiry will, in general, only be a relatively minor part of the total
length of the decision-making process. Furthermore, an improvement of the
decision-making could also have a positive effect on the regulation, which could
prevent unnecessary delay in the implementation of the regulation. All in all
this is a relatively minor disadvantage which in many cases can be overcone
by the administrative body itself.
The argument hat because of the public enquiry the costs of decision-mak-
ing will increase is also not very convincing. The costs of decision-making will,
in general, only be a fraction of the costs to society, on implementation of the
regulation. Should because of the public enquiry, the efficiency and the effec-
tiveness of the regulation be improved than these additional costs of decision-
making will be earned back quickly. In addition to this, the absolute costs of
decision-making will, in general, be limited. One cannot argue in all conscieuce
that the human effort needed to read the reactions to the enquiry and to appear
on the hearing will be that huge, nor will the costs be for the notification and
the hall rent, for that matter. These costs compensate, to my mind, for the
advantages the public enquiry has in relation to the principles of the democratic
constitution.
In chapter VII the outcome of the research has been summarized and on the
basis of this it has been argued to strengthen both rights of public enquiry as
described in chapter III further, the right of comment and the right of consulta-
tion, by (re)-codifying them in the General Administrative Law Act.
The right of comment would, in principle, always have to be adhered to and
would have to be made up of the duty of the administrative body to publish a
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draft of the intended regulation and to grant an opportunity to everybody who
wishes to do so, to make known his opinion in writing to the authorized admin-
istrative body. After that the administrative body, at the request of one or more
enquirers, is obliged to hold a hearing at which an explanation is given in
reaction to the written enquiry and on which the enquirers in turn are given the
opportunity to react.
When at the end of the decision-making it furns out that the proposed regu-
lation for one or more citizens will result in a disproportionate violation of
interests, the administrative body should consult the citizens concerned whether
the violation can be prevented either by means of specific measures or by
means of compensation.
For both rights of public enquiry the necessary leads are to be found in
positive law and it is therefore not unthinkable that the judge, in due course,
will proceed to 'uphold'both rights of public enquiry. From the point of view
of legal security, however, it is preferable that the legislator clearly (re)codifies
both rights of public enquiry in the General Administrative Law Act.
